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ABSTRACT
In this paper we analyse of the performance of two discretization methods based on clustering on some
classification algorithms. We also use the same methods as the pre-processing step for generating association
rules using the Apriori Algorithm and we test them against other discretization methods.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In [10] we presented an unsupervised static discretization method based on the k-means clustering method,
different from the classic one by the fact that the values of the attribute need no sorting before the discretization.
We proposed a technique of choosing the initial centers of the clusters designed specifically for the clustering of
a one–dimensional vector of real valued data, to be used in the process of discretization of a single attribute,
which avoids the O(n log n) time requirement for sorting the data points. In [11] we presented the discretization
techniques based on the hierarchical clustering algorithms.
In the first part of this paper we compare four classification algorithms: Naive Bayes, C4.5, ID3 and C-RT
for two well-known databases: weather (used for the first time by Quinlan (1986) [15]) and wine_quality. We
have chosen the Naive Bayes algorithm because it requires all the input attributes to be discrete. Even that the
others can have both continuous and discrete input attributes and therefore no discretization is needed, we
wanted to see whether, for the databases that we analyse, the performance of these classification algorithms is
higher than the performance of the Naive Bayes algorithm.
In the second part we compare the two discretization methods mentioned above with the classical ones
(equal-width interval discretization and equal-frequency interval discretization) as the pre-processing step for the
generation of association rules in databases. The algorithm used for the affinity analysis is the Apriori
Algorithm.
The data mining software we used in all the applications described in this paper is Tanagra [16] created by
Rakotomalala, for academic and research purposes. It proposes several data mining methods from exploratory
data analysis, statistical learning, machine learning and databases area.
2.

DISCRETIZATION BASED ON CLUSTERING VS. EQUAL-WIDTH AND EQUAL-FREQUENCY
INTERVAL DISCRETIZATION
2.1 Comparison regarding the use of discretizations for Classification Algorithms

Many classification algorithms often require that the attributes of the data sets are discrete. If this is not the
case, one has either to choose a different algorithm or to find a way to discretize the continuous data attributes
prior to applying the desired algorithm. Such an algorithm is the Naive Bayes algorithm. The algorithm is based
on the Bayes’s Theorem which relates the conditional and marginal probabilities of two events. The Bayesian
classifer assumes that all the input attributes are independent. For a given example (”the observed event”), it
computes the probabilities that the target attribute takes each one of its possible value. The class to which the
example belongs is the one with the higher probability. Other algorithms that allow both continuous and discrete
input attributes are ID3 (the decision tree induction algorithm created by Quinlan that uses information gain
criterion to find the best attribute for division of a tree node), C4.5 (an improved version of ID3) and C-RT
(classification and regression trees system for learning decision trees (Breiman et al. (1984)[2]). For a detailed
presentation of the classification algorithms see [17].
For the comparison of the discretization methods mentioned above we run the Naive Bayes algorithm for the
datasets: weather and wine_quality, from the datasets downloaded from Tanagra’s website [19]. The weather
dataset has 5 attributes: Outlook, Temperature, Humidity, Windy and Class and 14 examples. It has to be
decided whether the weather conditions are favourable for playing a baseball game. The attribute Class has two
values: Play and Don’t Play, Outlook and Windy are also discrete attributes and the others are continuous. The

wine_quality dataset contains 34 wines classified into 3 groups “good”, “medium” and “bad”. The attributes are
the weather descriptors: sum of daily temperature( oC), sun(h), heat (days) and rain (mm) and quality (the target
attribute).
For both datasets we discretized first the attributes that are not discrete and then we applied the classifier on
the training set. We discretized each attribute independent of the other attributes. (In the case of discretization
based on clustering we take each attribute and distribute the data points in clusters based only on the values of
the attribute that is discretized. We repeat the clustering for each input attribute.) The results are summarized in
the following tables (Table1 and Table 2).
Database
Classifie
r
error rate

weather
Equalfrequency
interval
discretization
0.0714

Naive Bayes classifier
Equal-width
interval
discretization
0.1429

Discretization
with k-means
0.1429

Discretization
with HAC
0.2143

C 4.5

C-RT

ID3

0.0714

0.0000

0.0000

C 4.5

C-RT

ID3

0.0588

0.0588

0.0588

Table 1. Performance of classification algorithms for weather database
Database

Classifie
r
error rate

wine_quality
Equalfrequency
interval
discretization
0.1765

Naive Bayes classifier
Equal-width
interval
discretization
0.2647

Discretization
with k-means
0.2941

Discretization
with HAC
0.2059

Table 2. Performance of classification algorithms for wine_quality database
We observed that the classification algorithms C4.5, C-RT and ID3 have better performance on these two
databases than Naive Bayes, no matter the discretization technique used. Also, regarding the four discretization
methods, the equal- frequency interval discretization works better for these two databases.
2.2 Comparison regarding the use of discretizations for Apriori Algorithm
Finding association rules in databases is very important in the process of finding patterns in databases. The
most commonly used algorithm for finding association rules is the Apriori Algorithm developed by Agrawal and
Srikant in [1]. Even that it was designed to operate on databases involved in basket market analysis and therefore
on datasets with transactions and items that are bought at transactions, it works on any dataset with discrete
attributes. It finds rules of the type “If X = x then Y= y” where X and Y are attributes and x and y possible values
of X respectively Y.
For the comparison of the four discretization methods as the pre-processing step for the generation of the
association rules we run the Apriori Algorithm on three databases: weather, wine_quality mentioned above and
winequality_white. The last one is from the UCI machine learning repository [20] and is related to white vinho
verde wine samples, from the north of Portugal. The database is large (it has 4899 examples) and it was used by
Cortez et al. to model wine quality based on physicochemical tests in [4]. The database has 11 input attributes :
fixed acidity, volatile acidity, citric acid, residual sugar, chlorides, free sulfur dioxide, total sulfur dioxide,
density, pH, sulphates, alcohol and a target attribute variable (based on sensory data): quality (score between 0
and 10). All attributes are continuous.
As we did before, for all datasets we discretized first each continuous attribute independent of the other
attributes. For the winequality_white database we discretized the target attribute using only the equal-width
interval discretization into three intervals. Instead of having a score between 0 and 10 we have the quality of
wine described by one of the possible values classified “good” (score ≥7 ), “medium” ( 5 ≤ score < 7) and “bad”
(score < 5). After that we performed the Apriori Algorithm with different values for minsup (minimum support)
and minconf (minimum confidence). The results are summarized in the following tables (Tables 3-5).

Database: weather
minsup = 0.3
minconf = 0.75

Equal-frequency
interval
discretization

number of rules
number of rules
with confidence 1

Equal-width
interval
discretization

Discretization
with k-means

Discretization
with HAC

5

2

15

7

1

1

5

3

Table 3. Number of association rules generated using the Apriori Algorithm for the database weather
We observed that for the database weather the rule found by all discretizations is the rule “Outlook =
overcast → Class = Play”. Also, there are interesting rules found by discretization with k-means but not
discovered by the others, like: “Outlook = rain → Temp < 80” or “Humidity < 85 and Windy = no → Class =
Play”. The discretization with HAC generated a stronger rule than the last one: “75 ≤ Humidity < 85 and Windy
= no → Class = Play”.
Database:
wine_quality
minsup = 0.3
minconf = 0.75

Equal-frequency
interval
discretization

number of rules
number of rules
with confidence 1

Equal-width
interval
discretization

Discretization
with k-means

Discretization
with HAC

2

10

49

12

0

4

20

5

Table 4. Number of association rules generated using the Apriori Algorithm for the database wine_quality
We observed that for the database wine_quality the discretization with k-means generates much more rules
with confidence 1 than the others. Some of the rules are: “Quality = good → Temperature ≥ 3182”, “Quality =
good → Rain < 414”, ”Rain < 414 and Temperature < 3182 → Heat < 23”, ”Quality = bad →Sun < 1259”.
Database: winequality_white
minsup = 0.3

minconf = 0.75
Equal-frequency
interval
discretization

number of rules
number of rules with
confidence ≥ 0.9
minsup = 0.4

323

267

4

0

54

Equal-width
interval
discretization

Discretization
with k-means

11

323

47

0

0

14

minconf = 0.75
Equal-frequency
interval
discretization

number of rules
number of rules with
confidence ≥ 0.9

Discretization
with k-means

45

minconf = 0.75
Equal-frequency
interval
discretization

number of rules
number of rules with
confidence ≥ 0.9
minsup = 0.5

Equal-width
interval
discretization

Equal-width
interval
discretization

Discretization
with k-means

0

287

7

0

0

3

Table 5. Number of association rules generated using the Apriori Algorithm for the database winequality_white
We observed that for the database winequality_white there were generated no rules with confidence 1 using
any of the four discretization methods. We also observed that equal-width interval discretization generates a lot
more rules than discretization with k-means, but no rule with confidence ≥ 0.9. It seems that the discretization
with k-means generates more reasonable rules and with higher probability. A rule generated for minsup = 0.5
and confidence ≥ 0.9 is: ”density < 0.99434 → residual sugar < 7.6 and chlorides < 0.104”.
3.

CONCLUSION
We found that, on the databases we tested, the discretization methods based on clustering are more efficient

in finding the association rules with higher confidence than the classical ones (equal-width interval discretization
and equal-frequency interval discretization). Future work may include testing the technique on more databases
and finding characteristics of databases for which the technique works best.
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